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Issue: “No bongs, less booze? – One ‘evil genie’ is enough!” 
[“Permissibility, availability and accessibility - all increase consumption.” Dalgarno Institute.] 

“It makes absolutely no sense to legalise cannabis, unless of course you want to unleash another ‘dysfunctional genie’ out of the 
bottle!” said Mr Shane Varcoe of the Dalgarno Institute.  
 
“The continual ‘push’ of a vocal minority to encourage a government sanctioned release of the THC laden psychoactive substance, is 
bewildering!” the Executive Director of the Dalgarno Institute went on to say. 
 
The proposition by the Centre for Alcohol Policy Research, of using the damage of a legal drug as a motivator to release another 
harmful substance as an experiment to maybe ‘offset’ the harms of alcohol, also concerns the Dalgarno Institute and its growing 
coalition. Will we simply trade one harm for another? The primary and most significant reasons why alcohol is such a problem in our 
culture is a) it is sanctioned by not only law, but the cultural entitlement that such legislation tacitly promotes, and b) it sends a clear 
message of permissibility and normality, which of course is one of the key strategic components of pro-drug lobbyists. Academics 
are on record as saying; if you give illicit drugs the perception of normality, it is easier to get them legalised.  
 
Australia, sadly, is in the top five countries in the world when it comes to illicit drug use. A key factor in our nation’s growing use of 
illicit drugs is our already incredibly liberal approach to illicit drug policy.  Whilst the mantra of ‘more young people are doing it, so 
let’s regulate’ will sound pragmatic in the one dimensional context of law enforcement, it fails to make sense when considering key 
areas of government productivity and fundamental health tenets. No government or functional health practitioner will deliberately 
permit/promote behaviours that undermine good productivity and health practice. Legalising drugs would not only do that, but 
ensure taxpayers are responsible for the declining health and productivity of substance users, without any recourse or change in 
behaviour of the substance user. 
 
The health evidence is in on cannabis, and its short and long term impacts are well researched and documented. Smoked cannabis is 
more harmful that tobacco use, yet our nation’s unflinching drive is to have us ‘QUIT’ tobacco (not moderate or promote through 
better regulation) is also the road we must take with cannabis. The first question is: Why are we pushing to legalise cannabis when 
we could be pushing to educate people away from it? 
 
The reason why alcohol and tobacco are so entrenched and tough to move is because they are legal. The criminalised component of 
illicit drugs is a key, not towards punitive responses, but to assist in educating people away from its use. Look at what we’ve done 
with tobacco, it has more ‘legislation’ around it than most things in our culture and we know that legislation and education work 
better together to shift culture than legislation alone. 
 
So, rather than let the cannabis genie out of the bottle, why don’t we ask the tough questions about why this is happening and help 
people make smarter and healthier choices, not just for the ‘user’, but for all our Australians’ health and productivity. 
 
The following are just a couple of the growing list of questions that must be answered by those promoting legalisation of more 
psychoactive substances, if we are going to step into this disturbing space. 
•          Who will be responsible for the burden of social, mental and physical disease of the publicly sanctioned use of illicit 
             drugs? 
•          Who will bear the burden of the fiscal costs (particularly long term health care) incurred by State sanctioned promotion 
             of currently illicit drugs? 
•          Who will bear the emotional, social and moral burden for the cultural and societal damage that will be incurred by  the 
            publicly sanctioned use of illicit drugs? (The damage done by the two State sanctioned legal drugs is already crippling  
            our nation!) 

            Communications Liaison – Dalgarno Institute 
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